
 

 

MRC-6020 

Seat Mount Kit with Seat Belt Mounts and Tabs 

 

1. First, drill the seat for the 4 3/8 bolts and bolt the cups on the seat. 
 

2. Then place the seat where you want it to sit. Make sure its level and square in the 
vehicle. Short pieces of 2x4 board work great for holding the seat up. Make sure to test 
your fit also. Carefully sit in the car and make sure your comfortable. 
 

3. Locate where you want the floor plates to sit. Tack them in. Sometimes its not possible 
to put it on a flat piece of floor. So the 3x3 plates may need bent to fit the floor. 
 

4. Using the provided pieces of tubing. Cut to the correct length and connect the plates to 
the seat cups. Notching one end to fit the seat cups tightly. 
 

5. Once the seat is mounted. Take the seat and drill for the 2 1/2 bolts. Then bolt the seat 
back brace plate in. Do the same as you did with the seat mounts. Fit a piece of tubing 
between your harness bar and the seat brace plate. 
 

6. For the seat belt tabs and plates. Once again, mark and tack where you want the plates 
to go for the seat belt plates. We include enough tabs to make the mount a double 
shear style, Meaning the seat belt tab is sandwiched between our tabs and then the 
tabs are welded. We recommend welding the tabs directly to a cage. But sometimes 
that is not possible. We have included a diagram as to where the seat belts need to go in 
relation to the driver. 
 

7. The crotch strap tabs already have nuts welded to the back of them to fit tightly to the 
floor and face the correct way. 
 

Head over to our Facebook page for install pictures on customer cars. 

 



 

 

 


